The Little Fish Loop starts in the Plaza and follows the ancient stream-side route through the forest, used in bygone times by villagers seeking blessings on the summit of Kwan Yum Shan. The name Little Fish is taken from a story based on this route.

This loop is fairly physical and natural, so please wear good footwear. Bring water.

The Woodland Loop starts at the Art House, passes Monkeys Haven, and joins the Woodland Trail. Up at the Rainbow Pavilion there are lovely views over the Giant Falls.

A shorter Alternative Path takes walkers down from the top of the Woodland Trail.

The Sky Loop is the highest trail in KFBG and offers spectacular views. It starts at the Kadzoone Brothers Memorial Pavilion and follows the rough path of the Sky Trail. Along the way walkers will find philosophical quotes. The route passes our experimental tree-planting site and goes up to Kwan Yum Shan.

An Alternative Path from the top of the Woo Steps takes walkers back to the Kadzoone Brothers Memorial Pavilion.

This loop is fairly physical and natural, so please wear good footwear. Bring water.

**INDEX**: Easy **General Difficulty**: Moderate **Rocks and Steeply**: Difficult **Steep Walks**: Very Difficult

The views are unique and special, but the trail is challenging, especially in wet weather and during high tide. It is recommended to be fit and prepared to deal with the challenging terrain. Visitors are expected to take necessary precautions for their safety in rugged areas.